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Company Overview
The vast majority of at-home ice cream consumption occurs shortly before
bedtime.

Sean Folkson

IRI data shows over 85% of consumers 18-54 snack regularly at night. Ice
cream is the go-to choice for millions.

Jim Christensen

We know most consumers prefer snacks with functional benefits, and
almost all consumers would prefer better sleep. Mintel and Nestle see
sleep-friendly snacking as a powerful new trend.

Mark Noffke

Consumers have shown great enthusiasm to try “better-for-you” ice
creams in recent years, and mainstream media continues to educate
consumers about the link between nutrition and sleep.
At Nightfood, we believe we’re pioneering the next multi-billion dollar
category, changing the way regular people snack at night.

Nightfood Conducting Giveaways in Response to Increased
Snack Consumption During Coronavirus Social Distancing
and Stay at Home Directives
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Nightfood Holdings, Inc.
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Apr 2 2020, 8:30 AM EDT

Nightfood Launching New Pickle-Flavored Ice Cream to
Satisfy the Most Iconic Pregnancy Cravings
Apr 1 2020, 8:00 AM EDT

Nightfood Announces Next Major Supermarket Chain,
Shaw’s and Star Market in New England
Mar 26 2020, 8:01 AM EDT
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Disclaimer
Except for the historical information contained here in, the matters discussed in this document are forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties, including but not limited to business conditions and the amount of growth in our industry and general economy, competitive factors, and
other risks detailed from time to time in the Company's SEC reports, including but not limited to its annual reports on form 10-K and it's quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q. The company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements. All trademarks and brand name are the
property of their respective companies.

